The papers of Albert W. Reese were deposited in the Eisenhower Museum by his granddaughter, Susan Ott, on October 10, 2005.

Linear feet: 2 linear inches
Approximate number of pages: 225

Susan Ott signed an instrument of gift for the papers on September 6, 2005. Literary rights in the unpublished writings of Albert W. Reese in this collection received by the United States government have been donated to the public.

SCOPE AND CONTENT NOTE

Prior to the 1956 election Rev. Albert W. Reese (1893-1981) of Chelahis, Washington, wrote to academics, publishers, embassies and consulates to ascertain the correct translation of the phrase of ‘I Like Ike’ into languages from across the world. This collection contains his correspondence with those persons, as well as correspondence with button and stamp manufacturers and publishers regarding acquiring the appropriate typefaces needed and having buttons made. The campaign buttons have been retained by the Eisenhower Museum, but there are images of buttons in 55 languages in the Memorabilia folder.
Box Nos. | Series
---|---
1 | Correspondence – Africa

Correspondence – Europe (1)

Correspondence – Europe (2)

Correspondence – India

Correspondence – Far East

Correspondence – Middle East

Correspondence – Stamp, Button, and Type Companies

Memorabilia

Original Scripts Sent to the Engravers
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